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Celebrating Burroughs’ Legacy,
175 Years After His Birth

As spring brings warmer days, New Yorkers begin
spring: Beyond Planet Earth was organized with
to emerge from the cocoon of winter and reach out
MadaTech: The Israel National Museum of Science,
to a wider world. The Museum does that all year
Technology & Space in Haifa; and Creatures of Light
long through an extensive program of traveling
is presented with Ottawa’s Canadian Museum
exhibitions and Space Shows. This spring, the
of Nature and the Field Museum in Chicago.
Museum has 15 of its exhibitions “on the road,” from
The world is also coming to us. In 2011, some
Einstein to Mythic Creatures, as well as six Space
40 percent of our visitors came from outside the
Shows, and Science Bulletins appearing in 22 venues. United States. To welcome them, and all non-English
Traveling the Silk Road opens at the National
speakers, we offer floor plans in 10 languages:
Museum of Australia on March 31; Race to the End of
English, Spanish, German, French, Portuguese,
the Earth is on view at the Palazzo Ducale in Genoa,
Japanese, Russian, Italian, Chinese, and Korean; and
Italy; Brain: The Inside Story is at China’s Guangdong
audio translations of the Space Show in Chinese,
Science Center; and the list goes on.
French, German, Italian, Japanese, and Spanish.
The Museum has become one of the world’s
And 426 staff members speaking 37 languages wear
leading developers and distributors of natural
“I speak…” buttons identifying their language skills
history exhibitions, which have been presented
to visitors. In all these ways, we are increasingly
in more than 200 venues in 33 countries since
serving a diverse international and domestic
2003. These shows often represent important
audience and bringing the wonders of the Museum
partnerships, including our two exhibitions this
to many millions both here in New York and abroad.
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Naturalist John Burroughs remains an influential voice in American nature writing.
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News

This April marks the 175th anniversary of the birth of noted naturalist
John Burroughs, a canonical figure in American nature writing, friend of
Theodore Roosevelt, and key voice in the early 20th-century nature study
and conservation movements. A Museum hall dedicated to the naturalist
lies tucked to the side of the Hall of Northwest Coast Indians, showcasing
Burroughs’ handwritten manuscripts, field glasses, and even his cane—all
reminders to those who walk and write in his footsteps that there is still much
to be learned from nature.
“John Burroughs is timeless,” says Lisa Breslof of the Museum’s Education
Department, who is also the secretary of the John Burroughs Association,
which has been headquartered at the Museum since 1921. “He embodied the
Museum’s mission of studying and understanding nature, and his legacy lives
on in our research and education efforts.”
Since 1926, the John Burroughs Association has awarded the John
Burroughs Medal to authors who share Burroughs’ acute eye for nature,
dedication to field study, and creative yet controlled prose style. The
prestigious award has recognized various influential writers over the years.
Rachel Carson, who received the award for The Sea Around Us in 1951, said
in her acceptance speech, “In presenting me with the John Burroughs Medal
you have welcomed me into an illustrious company, and you have given The
Sea Around Us one of its most cherished honors.” Other medal winners have
included Aldo Leopold for A Sand County Almanac, John McPhee for The
Control of Nature, and Barry Lopez for Of Wolves and Men—though the judges
make their decision based on an author’s entire body of nature writing.
This spring, the John Burroughs Association will once again hold a private
awards luncheon on Monday, April 2, to present the John Burroughs Medal,
along with awards for an outstanding nature essay and natural history books
for children. The recipient of this year’s medal is Edward Hoagland for Sex and
the River Styx (Chelsea Green Publishing).
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Research Reveals
Microraptor Colors
A team of American and Chinese researchers
has revealed the color and detailed feather
pattern of Microraptor, a pigeon-sized
dinosaur with long feathers on its hind limbs
that lived about 130 million years ago.
By comparing the patterns of pigmentcontaining organelles from a Microraptor
fossil to those in modern birds, the scientists
determined that the dinosaur’s plumage was
iridescent with hues of black and blue, like
the feathers of a crow. Their results were
published by the journal Science in March.
“This study gives us an unprecedented
glimpse at what this animal looked like when
it was alive,” says Mark Norell, chair of the
Museum’s Division of Paleontology and one
of the paper’s authors.
Although its anatomy is very similar
to birds, Mircroraptor is placed in the
family Dromaeosauridae and is a close
relative to Velociraptor. Knowledge about
Microraptor’s plumage could help scientists
zero in on the evolutionary transition
from non-avian dinosaurs to birds.
The research also shows that
Microraptor’s tail fan, which was once
thought to be a broad, teardrop-shaped
surface meant to help with flight, is actually
much narrower with two protruding feathers
likely evolved for social interactions. This
new finding suggests the importance of
display in the early evolution of feathers.
Watch a video interview with Mark Norell on
amnh.org/news. Search for “microraptor.”

For more about John Burroughs, visit amnh.org/news in April.
This artistic reconstruction shows Microraptor’s crow-like sheen.
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